Abstract: Handheld imaging of the tissue's speed-of-sound (SoS) is a promising multimodal addition to diagnostic ultrasonography for the examination of tissue composition. Computed ultrasound tomography in echo mode (CUTE) probes the spatial distribution of SoS, conventionally via scanning the tissue under a varying angle of ultrasound transmission, and quantifying-in a spatially resolved way-phase variations of the beamformed echoes. So far, this technique is not applicable to imaging the lumen of vessels, where blood flow and tissue clutter inhibit phase tracking of the blood echoes. With the goal to enable the assessment of atherosclerotic plaque composition inside the carotid artery, we propose two modifications to CUTE: (a) use receive (Rx) beam-steering as opposed to transmit (Tx) beam-steering to increase acquisition speed and to reduce flow-related phase decorrelation, and (b) conduct pairwise subtraction of data obtained from repetitions of the scan sequence, to highlight blood echoes relative to static echo clutter and thus enable the phase tracking of blood echoes. These modifications were tested in a phantom study, where the echogenicity of the vessel lumen was chosen to be similar to the one of the background medium, which allows a direct comparison of SoS images obtained with the different techniques. Our results demonstrate that the combination of Rx-steering with the subtraction technique results in an SoS image of the same quality as obtained with conventional Tx-steering. Together with the improved acquisition speed, this makes the proposed technique a key step towards successful imaging of the SoS inside the carotid artery.
Introduction
Reliable imaging techniques for non-invasive tissue characterisation are important in clinical practice for the accurate assessment of pathological and physiological abnormalities. For this purpose, multimodal imaging is often preferred over single-mode imaging because it provides complementary information on a variety of different tissue parameters. On the downside, multimodal imaging can be expensive, time-consuming, tedious for patients, and can suffer from image registration problems that limit the diagnostic accuracy. A promising way to overcome such drawbacks is by using a single imaging device and extract complementary multimodal information via different ways of data acquisition/processing. Echo ultrasound (US) is already used as quick, simple, and cost-effective imaging technique in many areas. To improve the diagnostic accuracy in a multimodal approach, it has recently been combined with US elastography, which allows analysing the tissue's elastic
1.
Blood motion: In conventional CUTE, Tx plane waves are sent forth to scan the full angular aperture that is possible within the limits of the transducer design, e.g., from −25 • to 25 • . For maintaining low clutter levels, synthetic Tx focusing is used, based on the coherent plane wave compounding [38] of acquisitions with finely spaced (e.g., 0.5 • ) Tx angles. Therefore, conventional CUTE typically requires more than 100 acquisitions. During the time required for this number of acquisitions, arterial blood flow leads to the decorrelation of blood echoes, resulting in phase noise and SoS artefacts.
2.
Tissue clutter: Higher order echoes from the tissue surrounding the carotid are interpreted as originating from inside the carotid, cluttering the blood echoes. Clutter has a higher intensity level than the blood echoes, leading to wrong echo phase shifts and thus falsified SoS reconstruction.
Here, we propose two modifications to the CUTE methodology that solve these problems and will be an important step towards enabling imaging the SoS inside the carotid artery:
1.
Using Rx instead of Tx beam-steering for echo phase tracking, in order to reduce acquisition time and thus avoid/reduce blood flow-related artefacts. This approach is inspired by the commonly accepted principle of the reciprocity of sender and receiver, suggesting the equivalence of Txand Rx-steering.
Taking advantage of the benefit of blood motion to reduce clutter: Pairwise subtraction of consecutive repetitions of the signal acquisition, spaced by small (on the order of a ms) time intervals, cancels static tissue clutter and thereby highlights the decorrelating weak blood echoes.
The present phantom study demonstrates that the proposed modifications do not substantially alter the phase shift maps nor the final SoS image, compared to the conventional Tx-steering approach, making them a promising step towards SoS imaging inside the carotid artery.
Materials and Methods
This chapter starts with a description of conventional CUTE and of the proposed novel modifications. Although this description uses the exact acquisition parameters used in this study, it is, however, intended to be interpreted in a more general way, and different parameters may be found to be suitable for other specific applications (depending on hardware/sample properties). The acquisition parameters employed in this study are summarised in Table 1 . For Rx beamforming, an angular aperture with radius Ψ rad = 5 • was used, centred on the Rx angle Ψ = 0 • . To generate images with a clutter level enabling robust phase tracking, focusing is required in Tx. One way to achieve Tx focusing is to scan the sample with an actually focused beam (line-by-line scan), which, however, results in an unnecessarily large number of acquisitions, especially as multiple focal depths are required. A far more efficient way to achieve Tx focusing is coherent plane-wave compounding. This was done for each tracking angle, from a group of plane-wave acquisitions centred on the respective tracking angle, with a Tx aperture radius Φ rad = 2.5 • and a 0. This approach, where the Rx aperture of conventional CUTE is replaced with a quasi-continuous Tx aperture in the Rx-steering approach, is hereafter termed as 'full-Rx CUTE'.
Fast-Rx Subtraction Technique
Preliminary in vivo results of carotid imaging indicate that the total time needed for all acquisitions in full-Rx CUTE is still too long, resulting in substantial flow-related echo decorrelation during scanning the Tx angle range and thus to phase noise in the coherently compounded images. Such flow-related decorrelation can be reduced by a further reduction of the number of Tx angles. Reducing the number of Tx angles, on the other hand, increases phase noise, caused by clutter stemming from tissue surrounding the artery, which obscures the comparably weak blood echoes.
To solve this problem, we propose to make use of the blood flow: multiple data sets (each containing the same Tx angle range) are acquired, with a long enough time delay between consecutive repetitions, allowing the blood echoes to decorrelate while echoes from surrounding tissue remain static. By subtracting successive data sets, the stationary tissue clutter is reduced (ideally to zero), whereas the decorrelating blood echoes remain visible. The important point here is that blood echo decorrelation occurs in between data sets, but not substantially within each data set. Preliminary in vivo results indicated that a number of 5 acquisitions per data set is sufficiently small to reduce blood echo decorrelation to an acceptable level. For our phantom study, we therefore used a Tx angle step of 2.5 • , resulting in a total of 5 angles distributed over the desired Tx angle range from −5 • to 5 • .
The subtraction technique can only provide echoes from inside the vessel, not from the surrounding static tissue. To allow phase shift tracking over the whole image area, the segmented echoes from inside the blood vessel, obtained with the fast-Rx subtraction approach, were therefore combined with the echoes from the surrounding tissue, obtained with the full-Rx approach.
Phantom Description
The experiments were conducted using an agar-cellulose phantom, where agar formed the gel network and cellulose provided echogenicity for US. This phantom consisted of a background with uniform SoS, into which a movable cylindrical inclusion was inserted, having a positive SoS contrast compared to the background. The inclusion had a diameter of 7 mm and was placed at 10 mm depth below the phantom surface (Figure 1 ) to imitate a carotid artery. Blood flow was simulated by manually moving the inclusion.
The phantom was prepared by slowly adding 2 wt % of agar powder (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) and 2 wt % of cellulose powder (20-micrometre, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) into continually stirred deionised water at room temperature to avoid forming lumps. The solution was heated above 80 • C (the melting temperature of agar) and degassed by exposing it to a vacuum level of about 0.1 atm for about 5 min. After cooling down to about 40 • C, ethanol (1 vol %) was added to adjust the SoS of the background to the desired value of 1490 m/s. This final solution was poured (while still at 40 • C) into a precooled mould, which contained a removable steel rod with 7 mm diameter at the location where the cylindrical inclusion was to be inserted later on. The mould was then quickly cooled down below the gelation temperature (30 • C) to minimise the sedimentation of cellulose during gelation. All experiments were performed at ambient temperature (22 • C). In a different mould, a cylindrical inclusion with 7 mm diameter was prepared with 2% cellulose following the same procedure and by adding 5 vol % of ethanol to generate a positive SoS contrast (SoS = 1540 m/s). The cylindrical inclusion was inserted into the background sample only for the time of the experiment to avoid the diffusion of ethanol between the inclusion and the background, which would else level off the SoS contrast. 
Acquisition System
The experiments were performed using a Vantage 64 LE ultrasound system (Verasonics, Redmond, WA, USA). The ultrasound probe was a Philips L12-5 linear array probe (ATL, Bothell, WA, USA) with a 0.19 mm element pitch. Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) software was used to program the acquisition and the offline image reconstruction. The probe was placed on the top surface of the phantom with the imaging plane aligned perpendicular to the cylindrical inclusion (Figure 1 ). The transducer was driven at 9 MHz transmit centre frequency. Raw radiofrequency (rf) data were collected with a fourfold sampling frequency of 36 MHz.
US Image Reconstruction and Phase Tracking
The signal processing starts with the conversion of the rf data into reconstructed complex rf (crf) mode images by applying the Hilbert transformation, followed by DAS beamforming.
An important prerequisite for proving the experimental equivalence between Tx-and Rx-steering is the mathematical equivalence of the implementation of the DAS algorithms. In both the Txand the Rx-CUTE approaches, Tx beamforming was achieved via the coherent compounding of plane-wave transmission data. Conventionally, Rx-beamforming is implemented via summation over subsets of transducer elements. This approach is, however, not mathematically equivalent to plane-wave compounding, as the elements have spherical/cylindrical receiving fields, as opposed to the plane-transmitted fields. To achieve mathematical equivalence, we therefore implemented an adapted way of DAS beamforming, consisting of two stages: In a first stage, the element-wise rf data was converted to receive angle-wise rf data, using a DAS algorithm with linear delay profiles (as opposed to focused delay profiles) and summation over the full array aperture, as done in a classical phased-array sector scan. This was done for delay profiles corresponding to Rx angles ranging from −27.5 • to 27.5 • in 0.5 • steps, resulting in receiving fields that were identical with the transmitting fields used for synthetic Tx beamforming. In a second stage, the angle-wise rf data was coherently compounded over the desired Rx angular apertures.
Echo phase shift maps were obtained using Loupas-type phase correlation [39] : The crf image at the nth tracking angle was point-wise multiplied with the complex conjugate of the crf mode image at the adjacent (n+1)-th angle. The complex product was convolved with a spatial low-pass filter kernel with dimensions of 1 mm by 1 mm. The phase angle of the filtered complex product was regarded as proportional to the spatially resolved, nonanticipated time-of-flight (ToF) differences along the different tracking angles (phase shift map). Any deviation of the medium's SoS from the assumed value, c 0 , would result in nonzero phase shift values.
SoS Image Reconstruction
For SoS reconstruction, groups of two adjacent phase shift maps were summed to obtain phase shift maps for a reduced number of final tracking angles, i.e., [−25 • :10 • :25 • ]. The step size of 10 • was a compromise between artefact level and numerical efficiency of SoS reconstruction: In our experience, SoS artefacts typically decrease with increasing number of angles, but converge below a 10 • angle step. A linear space domain algorithm was used for SoS image reconstruction, assuming straight-ray US propagation: In the forward model, the echo phase shift values were expressed as a function of line integrals of slowness deviation (i.e., the difference between actual slowness and assumed slowness, where the slowness is defined as inverse of SoS) in a system matrix. A Tikhonov pseudoinverse of the system matrix was calculated, with L2 norm regularisation of the slowness gradient, to reconstruct the slowness deviation from the measured phase shift data.
Results

Tx Versus Full-Rx CUTE
The first goal of this study was to demonstrate the experimental equivalence between the Txand the full Rx-steering approach. Figure 2a ,b show the echo phase shift maps obtained with the two approaches. The images show visually very similar results. A comparison of the root-mean-square value of the difference between the phase shifts of the two approaches, with the rms value of the phase shifts of the Tx-steering approach, yields a ratio of 0.05, quantitatively supporting the close similarity of both results. Figure 2c,d show the SoS images resulting from the Tx-and the full Rx-steering approaches, respectively. Note that the color maps account for an offset of −8 m/s of the full-Rx compared to the Tx result. Apart from this offset, the reconstructed spatial distribution of the SoS looks very similar: Both images reveal the positive SoS contrast at the location of the cylindrical inclusion. Below the inclusion, both techniques show comparable artefacts. These artefacts originate from phase noise due to aberrations (refraction) of US propagating through the inclusion. The disagreement towards the upper edge of the image near the transducer aperture can be attributed to phase noise due to element cross-talk, when transmitting on different transducer elements with different time delays. This phase noise plays a different role in the two approaches because of the different Tx angle ranges.
Fast-Rx Subtraction Technique
Preliminary volunteer results of full-Rx echo phase tracking using 21 Tx angles indicated that even the reduced acquisition time is long enough that blood echo decorrelation still occurs. To further reduce the acquisition time, the fast-Rx approach reduces the quasi-continuous Tx aperture to only 5 Tx angles. However, while reducing echo decorrelation, this results in reduced synthetic Tx focus quality and thus increased clutter level. This effect is visible in the phantom study, where the angle number reduction led to increased phase noise in the echo phase shift maps (Figure 3a) , compared to the full-Rx approach (Figure 2b) . As a result, the SoS image shows a high level of artefacts and an inaccurate spatial distribution of SoS inside the inclusion (Figure 3b) .
Most of the clutter found inside the inclusion area consists of stationary higher-order echoes originating from outside the inclusion. The subtraction technique aims at reducing this stationary clutter via pairwise subtracting consecutively repeated fast-Rx acquisitions. At the same time, blood flow between the sequence repetitions avoids cancellation of blood echoes, thus highlighting the blood echo intensity compared to stationary echoes. This is illustrated by B-mode US images: Whereas the echogenicity inside the inclusion was slightly lower than in the background in the nonsubtracted data (Figure 3c ), the subtraction data highlights the echoes from inside the inclusion (Figure 3d) . The reduced intensity level of the stationary echoes outside the inclusion results in a reduced relative level of clutter inside the inclusion. The difference data thus allows robust phase tracking inside the inclusion in spite of the reduced number of angles. Outside the inclusion, however, the relative clutter level stays unchanged. To enable echo phase tracking both in and outside the inclusion, the fast-Rx subtraction data from inside the inclusion is combined with full-Rx data from outside the inclusion. The second goal of this study was to demonstrate that this combination allows reconstructing the SoS in a similar way to when high-quality (full-Rx) echoes would be available inside the inclusion as well. The segmentation was achieved by manual selection of the centre point and radius of the inclusion area. The fast-Rx subtraction data was scaled with a factor 10 before combination to account for intensity differences.
For illustration, Figure 3e shows a B-mode US image resulting from this combination, where an equal echogenicity both in and outside the lumen area was achieved. Figure 3f shows the SoS image that was reconstructed from the resulting echo phase shift maps. Only minor differences are seen between the spatial distribution of reconstructed SoS in this image, compared to the one obtained with full-Rx CUTE alone (Figure 2d ).
Discussion and conclusion
The first part of this study shows that the conventional Tx-steering approach can be substituted by the less time-consuming full-Rx approach (see Figure 2) . Consequently, the spatial distribution of SoS in and around the lumen-mimicking inclusion shows only minor differences between the two approaches. These differences, as well as the small SoS offset of −8 m/s of the full-Rx compared to the Tx approach, can be attributed to remaining experimental differences, for example, due to the different way that the transducer's piezoelectric elements couple to the acoustic lens upon reception compared to upon transmission.
To avoid echo decorrelation due to blood flow, an in vivo scenario requires a short acquisition time and thus a low number of Tx angles. A low number of Tx angles, however, increases tissue clutter, which obscures blood echoes. The second part of the study (see Figure 3) demonstrates that a reduction of acquisition time is possible with simultaneously reduced clutter if using the fast-Rx subtraction approach: Echo phase tracking inside the lumen becomes possible using only 5 Tx angles. The combination of this data with full-Rx data from outside the lumen results in a correct SoS image, in the sense that it agrees with the one obtained with full-Rx CUTE alone.
A clinical situation, however, differs from the presented phantom study in several aspects, which require attention when aiming at an in vivo implementation of the proposed technique:
In the phantom, the simulated flow speed was identical across the lumen cross section. In an in vivo scenario, blood in the centre of the lumen moves faster than blood near the periphery. So, a simple subtraction would lead to nonuniform echo strength, converging to zero towards the vessel wall. The subtraction corresponds to a linear ramp filter in the frequency domain of the "slow" time axis (repetitions of acquisitions). To achieve a more uniform echo level, one may make use of wall filters, similar to what is used in Doppler flow imaging.
2.
In an in vivo scenario, the background tissue is not perfectly stationary due to the pulsating blood flow, which will lead to residual "stationary" clutter inside the vessel lumen even after subtraction. One strategy to minimise motion is by choosing an optimum timing of the fast-Rx acquisitions in between successive heart beats. This can be achieved by synchronising the acquisition with a motion-detection algorithm or an electrocardiogram. A different and complementary strategy is motion tracking and motion compensation before subtraction or wall filtering.
3.
The low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of blood echoes can produce phase noise and thus artefacts in the SoS reconstruction. SNR can be improved by repeating the fast-Rx acquisition multiple times, similar to what is done in Doppler flow imaging, and averaging the phase correlation maps before determining the echo phase shift. 4.
In our present study, lumen motion occurred only in between repetitions, but not during a single acquisition sequence. In an in vivo situation, blood flow occurs during the few plane wave transmissions of each single fast-Rx acquisition sequence. Even though the number of Tx angles is short enough that echo decorrelation does not occur, the blood motion will add a phase shift bias. One strategy to reduce this influence is to invert the Tx angle sequence in successive fast-Rx acquisitions, so that the phase shift due to blood flow cancels out in the final average phase shift.
The spatial resolution to be expected is limited by the bandwidth of the probe (7-12 MHz, corresponding to~0.15 mm) and element pitch (0.19 mm). It is, however, further reduced by the averaging kernel size for the phase tracking, in a trade-off between spatial resolution and contrast resolution. In this study, the kernel size used was 1 mm × 1 mm. Even if the lipid pool size is below the spatial resolution, it might still be visualised by the SoS measurement due to its contrast. More experiences with realistic phantoms/volunteers are, however, needed to assess the final resolution in the abovementioned trade-off.
In summary, the developed technique is a key step towards imaging the SoS inside arteries, in spite of blood flow and tissue clutter that obscure the hypoechoic blood echoes. This becomes possible via shortening the length of the acquisition sequence and via reducing stationary clutter using the subtraction approach. Whereas the envisaged goal of this study was to enable imaging the SoS inside the carotid artery, the developed technique may have further importance, for example, for the assessment of iliac artery stenosis or in liver imaging for reducing SoS artefacts that occur around the hepatic veins, vena cava, portal vein, and the hepatic artery. 
